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CHAPTER IV

Page 70, Section C, Item 2f

Provision:

Backplates

Backplates should only be used where an engineering study indicates their need to resolve a problem such as where sun glare, bright sky, and/or complex or confusing backgrounds indicate a need for enhanced signal face conspicuity. If used on span wire, a tether wire shall be used.

Suggested Revision:

Backplates

Backplates should be used to supplement all vehicular signal heads mounted on mast arms and where an engineering study indicates their need to resolve a problem such as where sun glare, bright sky, and/or complex or confusing backgrounds indicate a need for enhanced signal face conspicuity. If backplates are installed, they shall include a two-inch wide yellow retro-reflective border. If used on span wire, a tether wire shall also be used.

Support:

Improving safety at intersections is the highest-priority emphasis area of the 2015 Delaware Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP). Signal backplates with a retro-reflective border provide additional conspicuity for signal heads and providing backplates on mast-arm-mounted signal heads does not require additional tethering. Additionally, the Federal Highway Administration has included backplates with retro-reflective borders as a proven safety countermeasure at intersections. Although these guidelines indicate that backplates should, not shall, be used with mast arm designs, the designer should still assess the mast arm size, length, and orientation to avoid the potential for significantly higher wind loading with backplates.